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The Girl Who Drank the Moon (Winner of the 2017
Newbery Medal) - Gift Edition
Kelly Barnhill

Summary
Winner of the 2017 Newbery Award
The New York Times Bestseller
This gift edition of the New York Times bestselling Newbery Medal-winning
novel includes:
A prequel story set in the world of the novel
Brand new chapter-opening illustrations
A color map of The Known World

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616209971
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
Ship Date: 9/11/2019
$19.95
Hardcover
416 Pages
2-color endpaper maps; 8 black
and white chapter opening
illustrations
Ages 10 to 14, Grades 5 to 9
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Every year, the people of the Protectorate leave a baby as an offering to the witch
who lives in the forest. They hope this sacrifice will keep her from terrorizing their
town. But the witch in the Forest, Xan, is kind. She shares her home with a wise
Swamp Monster and a Perfectly Tiny Dragon. Xan rescues the children and delivers
them to welcoming families on the other side of the forest, nourishing the babies with
starlight on the journey.
One year, Xan accidentally feeds a baby moonlight instead of starlight, filling the
ordinary child with extraordinary magic. Xan decides she must raise this girl, whom
she calls Luna, as her own. As Luna’s thirteenth birthday approaches, her magic
begins to emerge--with dangerous consequences. Meanwhile, a young man from the
Protectorate is determined to free his people by killing the witch. Deadly birds with
uncertain intentions flock nearby. A volcano, quiet for centuries, rumbles just beneath
the earth’s surface. And the woman with the Tiger’s heart is on the prowl . . .

Contributor Bio
Kelly Barnhill lives in Minnesota with her husband and three children. She is the
author of four novels, most recently The Girl Who Drank the Moon, winner of the
2017 John Newbery Medal for the year's most distinguished contribution to American
literature for children. She is also the winner of the World Fantasy Award. Visit her
online at kellybarnhill.com or on Twitter: @kellybarnhill.

Quotes
"Impossible to put down . . . The Girl Who Drank the Moon is as exciting and layered
as classics like Peter Pan or TheWizard of Oz."
—The New York Times Book Review
"Guaranteed to enchant, enthrall, and enmagick."
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
"Rich with multiple plotlines that culminate in a suspenseful climax, characters of
inspiring integrity, a world with elements of both whimsy and treachery, and prose
that melds into poetry."
—Booklist, starred review

Marketing Plans
·Finished Book Mailing to retailers and influencers
·Select author appearances, including fall literary festivals
·National trade and consumer advertising
·Targeted digital and social media advertising campaign, including bonus material
previews and downloadable assets
·Major regional holiday catalog advertising
·Finished copy giveaways
·Dedicated retail and consumer eblasts
·Featured in #FierceFightingGirls cross-title campaign
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The Dark Lord Clementine
Sarah Jean Horwitz

Summary
The new face of big evil is a little . . . small.
Dastardly deeds aren’t exactly the first things that come to mind when one hears the
name “Clementine,” but as the sole heir of the infamous Dark Lord Elithor, twelveyear-old Clementine Morcerous has been groomed since birth to be the best (worst?)
Evil Overlord she can be. But everything changes the day the Dark Lord Elithor is
cursed by a mysterious rival.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616208943
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
Ship Date: 9/11/2019
$17.95
Hardcover
336 Pages
Ages 9 to 13, Grades 4 to 8
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Now, Clementine must not only search for a way to break the curse, but also take on
the full responsibilities of the Dark Lord. As Clementine forms her first friendships,
discovers more about her own magic than she ever dared to explore, and is called
upon to break her father’s code of good and evil, she starts to question the very life
she’s been fighting for. What if the Dark Lord Clementine doesn’t want to be dark
after all?

Contributor Bio
Sarah Jean Horwitz was raised in New Jersey, where her love of storytelling
grew from listening to her mother's original "fractured fairy tales." She lives in
Boston. Find her on Twitter, @sunshineJHwitz, or at sarahjeanhorwitz.com.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR CARMER AND GRIT, BOOK ONE: THE WINGSNATCHERS:
"Magical stagecraft, steampunk mechanisms, and glittering faerie dust intermesh in a
debut middle-grade fantasy. This adventure overflows with imaginative conceits."
—Kirkus Reviews
"The main characters have distinct personalities and the plot is original . . . the way
technology and magic must both be used to solve the problem will result in thoughtful
reader reflection."
—School Library Journal
PRAISE FOR CARMER AND GRIT, BOOK TWO: THE CROOKED CASTLE:
"Sarah Jean Horwitz ups the quotient of magic, mystery, humor, and heart in this
riveting sequel to the well-loved series debut."
—BookPage
"Even richer in detail and full of undersea and high-flying adventure and danger."
—School Library Journal

Marketing Plans
·Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
·Major ARC distribution
·Featured title at ABA Children's Institute
·National print and online reviews and features
·Promotion through early reader review programs
·Local author appearances
·National trade, institutional, and consumer advertising
·Major librarian and educator promotion, including author appearances at national
conferences
·Extensive digital and social media campaigns, including giveaways and shareable
assets
·Featured in #FierceFightingGirls cross-title campaign
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The Jumbie God's Revenge
Tracey Baptiste

Summary
In book three of the popular Jumbies series, Corinne must use her emerging
supernatural powers to battle the angry god who would destroy her Caribbean
island home.
When an out-of-season hurricane sweeps through Corinne's seaside village, Corinne
knows it's not a typical storm. At first Corinne believes Mama D'Leau—the powerful
and cruel jumbie who rules the ocean-has caused the hurricane. Then a second, even
more ferocious storm wrecks the island, sending villagers fleeing their houses for
shelter in the mountains, and Corinne discovers the storms weren't caused by a
jumbie, but by the angry god Huracan.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616208912
Pub Date: 9/3/2019
Ship Date: 8/14/2019
$16.95
Hardcover
272 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: The Jumbies
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Now Corinne, with the help of her friends and even some of her enemies, must race
against time to find out what has angered Huracan and try to fix it before her island
home is destroyed forever.

Contributor Bio
Tracey Baptiste lived in Trinidad until she was fifteen; she grew up on jumbie stories
and fairy tales. She is a former teacher who works as a writer and editor. Visit her
online at traceybaptiste.com and on Twitter: @TraceyBaptiste.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR RISE OF THE JUMBIES:
"A stellar recommendation for fans of edgy fantasy such as Aaron Starmer's The
Riverman Trilogy or Adam Gidwitz's A Tale Dark and Grimm series, and, of course,
fans of the first book."
—School Library Journal, starred review
"Baptiste deepens what could be a light and charming undersea adventure with ties to
African religions and the historical legacy of the trans-Atlantic slave trade . . . A
stirring and mystical tale sure to keep readers thinking past the final page."
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
PRAISE FOR THE JUMBIES:
"Endlessly addictive and hypnotic"
—Essence Magazine
"It's refreshing to see a fantasy with its roots outside Europe . . . this is a book worth
reading simply for its originality."
—Kirkus Reviews

Marketing Plans
·Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
·National broadcast, print, and online reviews and features
·Major ARC distribution
·Select author appearances, including BookExpo and BookCon
·Featured title at ABA Children's Institute
·National trade and consumer advertising
·Extensive librarian and educator promotion, including author appearances at national
conferences
·Institutional announcement advertising
·Extensive digital and social media campaigns, including consumer preorder campaign
·Downloadable educator assets, including an updated Jumbies Field Guide
·Featured in #FierceFightingGirls cross-title campaign
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Rise of the Jumbies
Tracey Baptiste

Summary
Deep beneath the waves, a great enemy awakens . . .
Corinne LaMer defeated the wicked jumbie Severine months ago, but things haven't
exactly gone back to normal in her Caribbean island home. Everyone knows Corinne
is half-jumbie, and many of her neighbors treat her with mistrust. When local children
begin to go missing, snatched from the beach and vanishing into wells, suspicious
eyes turn to Corinne.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616209827
Pub Date: 9/3/2019
Ship Date: 8/14/2019
$7.95
Trade Paperback
288 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
Series: The Jumbies
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

To rescue the missing children and clear her own name, Corinne goes deep into the
ocean to find Mama D'Leau, the dangerous jumbie who rules the sea. But Mama
D'Leau's help comes with a price. Corinne and her friends Dru, Bouki, and Malik must
travel with mermaids across the ocean to fetch a powerful object for Mama D'Leau.
The only thing more perilous than Corinne's adventures across the sea is the jumbie
that waits for her back home.
With action-packed storytelling and inventive twists on Caribbean and West African
mythology and fairy tales, Rise of the Jumbies is a breathlessly exciting tale of
courage and friendship.
An NPR Best Book of 2017
A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2017
A School Library Journal Best Book of 2017

Contributor Bio
Tracey Baptiste lived in Trinidad until she was fifteen; she grew up on jumbie stories
and fairy tales. She is a former teacher who works as a writer and editor. Visit her
online at traceybaptiste.com and on Twitter: @TraceyBaptiste.

Quotes
"The novelty of the fantasy elements, the complex characters, and the superb worldbuilding combine in a tale well worth reading, both as a sequel and a stand-alone."
—School Library Journal, starred review
"Baptiste's colorful, rich Caribbean characters return triumphantly in this sequel, and
the mythos of the island continues to expand . . . A stirring and mystical tale sure to
keep readers thinking past the final page."
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
"Rise of the Jumbies is a captivating tale that hooks readers from the onset and
doesn't let go . . . If you're looking for a story that's original, action packed and
inspiring, look no further than Rise of the Jumbies."
—BookPage

Marketing Plans
·National consumer advertising & institutional advertising
·Extensive digital and social media campaigns including giveaways
·Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
·Select author appearances
·Major librarian and educator promotion, including author appearances at national
conferences
·Author appearance at BEA and BookCon
·Downloadable educator assets, including an updated Jumbies Field Guide
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Naked Mole Rat Saves the World
Karen Rivers

Summary
Can Kit’s super-weird superpower save her world?
Kit-with-a-small-k is navigating middle school with a really big, really strange secret:
When she’s stressed, she turns into a naked mole rat.
It first happened after kit watched her best friend, Clem, fall and get hurt during an
acrobatic performance on TV. Since then, the transformations keep happening
—whether kit wants them to or not. Kit can’t tell Clem about it, because after the fall,
Clem just hasn’t been herself. She’s sad and mad and gloomy, and keeping a secret
of her own: the real reason she fell.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616207243
Pub Date: 10/15/2019
Ship Date: 9/25/2019
$16.95
Hardcover
304 Pages
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

A year after the accident, kit and Clem still haven’t figured out how to deal with all
the ways they have transformed—both inside and out. When their secrets come
between them, the best friends get into a big fight. Somehow, kit has to save the
day, but she doesn’t believe she can be that kind of hero. Turning into a naked mole
rat isn’t really a superpower. Or is it?

Contributor Bio
Karen Rivers's books have been nominated for a wide range of literary awards and
have been published in multiple languages. When she's not writing, reading, or
visiting schools, she can usually be found hiking in the forest that flourishes behind
her tiny old house in Victoria, British Columbia, where she lives with her two kids, two
dogs, and two birds. Find her online at karenrivers.com and on Twitter: @karenrivers.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR THE GIRL IN THE WELL IS ME:
"Darkly humorous . . . honest and forthcoming."
—New York Times Book Review
PRAISE FOR LOVE, ISH:
"A star-bright story of love, courage, and unflagging spirit."
—Booklist, starred review
PRAISE FOR A POSSIBILITY OF WHALES:
"A remarkable novel . . . Perfect for fans of Raymie Nightingale and Counting
by Sevens."
—School Library Journal

Marketing Plans
·Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
·Major ARC distribution
·National print and online reviews and features
·Regional author appearances
·Major librarian and educator promotion
·National trade, institutional, and consumer advertising
·Parent-child book club outreach
·Major digital and social media campaigns, including giveaways and targeted
advertising
·Featured in #FierceFightingGirls cross-title campaign
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Cub
Cynthia L. Copeland

Summary
A laugh-out-loud funny and empowering graphic-novel memoir about growing
up and finding your voice.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616208486
Pub Date: 1/7/2020
Ship Date: 12/4/2019
$12.95
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
full-color throughout
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Comics &
Graphic Novels
JUV008090
9 in H | 6 in W

Twelve-year-old Cindy has just dipped a toe into seventh-grade drama—with its
complicated friendships, bullies, and cute boys—when she earns an internship as a
cub reporter at a local newspaper in the early 1970s. A (rare) young female reporter
takes Cindy under her wing, and Cindy soon learns not only how to write a lede, but
also how to respectfully question authority, how to assert herself in a world run by
men, and—as the Watergate scandal unfolds—how brave reporting and writing can
topple a corrupt world leader. Searching for her own scoops, Cindy doesn’t always get
it right, on paper or in real life. But whether she’s writing features about ghost
hunters, falling off her bicycle and into her first crush, or navigating shifting
friendships, Cindy grows wiser and more confident through every awkward and
hilarious mistake.

Contributor Bio
Cynthia Copeland is the author of the instant bestseller Really Important Stuff My
Dog Has Taught Me and more than 25 other books, including The Diaper Diaries. Her
books have sold more than a million copies and have been featured on Good Morning
America, selected for Oprah's "O List" in O Magazine, recommended by Ann Landers,
and featured in Family Circle. Ms. Copeland lives in Keene, New Hampshire.

Marketing Plans
·Simultaneous hardcover edition available (ISBN: 9781616209933, $24.95)
·Prepublication trade, librarian, and consumer buzz campaign
·Major ARC distrubtion
·Digital BLAD
·Featured title at ABA Children's Institute
·Author appearances at ABA fall regional trade shows
·National consumer and institutional announcement advertising
·Extensive librarian and educator promotion, including author appearances at national
conferences
·National print and online reviews and features
·Extensive digital and social media campaigns, including targeted advertising and
reading samplers
·Outreach to junior reporter organizations, like Scholastic News and TIME for Kids
·Featured in #FierceFightingGirls cross-title campaign

Sample Pages

Chapter 1

Fall
1972
When we watch Wild Kingdom on
Sunday nights at seven o’clock, my
brothers see one thing…

Successful predators
are fast, with sharp
teeth and claws.

They have
the ability
to surprise
their prey.

A predator can feast
on many different
kinds of prey.

…and I see something else.

I see the seventh-grade hallway at
Litchfield Junior High School.

My wild kingdom.

Every kid is either

…

…or

:

The
“7” is
silent!

Most of us are prey…

4

5
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How to Build a Heart
Maria Padian

Summary
One young woman’s journey to find her place in the world as the carefully
separated strands of her life—family, money, school, and love—begin to
overlap and tangle.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616208493
Pub Date: 1/28/2020
Ship Date: 1/1/2020
$18.95
Hardcover
352 Pages
Ages 12 to 18, Grades 7 to 13
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
YAF052020
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

All sixteen-year-old Izzy Crawford wants is to feel like she really belongs somewhere.
Her father, a marine, died in Iraq six years ago, and Izzy’s moved to a new town
nearly every year since, far from the help of her extended family in North Carolina
and Puerto Rico. When Izzy’s hardworking mom moves their small family to Virginia,
all her dreams start clicking into place. She likes her new school—even if Izzy is
careful to keep her scholarship-student status hidden from her well-to-do classmates
and her new athletic and popular boyfriend. And best of all: Izzy’s family has been
selected by Habitat for Humanity to build and move into a brand-new house. Izzy is
this close to the community and permanence she’s been searching for, until all the
secret pieces of her life begin to collide.
How to Build a Heart is the story of Izzy’s journey to find her place in the world and
her discovery that the choices we make and the people we love ultimately define us
and bring us home.

Contributor Bio
Maria Padian has a bachelor's degree from Middlebury College and a master's
degree from the University of Virginia. She is a freelance writer, essayist, and author
of young adult novels, including Brett McCarthy: Work in Progress, Jersey Tomatoes
Are the Best, and Out of Nowhere. Maria lives with her family in Brunswick, Maine.
Visit her online at mariapadian.com and find her on Twitter: @mpadian.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR WRECKED:
"Padian's latest boasts a swift, excellently crafted plot, exceedingly readable prose,
and painfully relatable characters."
—Booklist, starred review
"Powerful, suspenseful and illuminating . . . With intriguing, flawed characters and a
gripping storyline, Wrecked by Maria Padian offers readers a view of a college sexual
assault case that is as engrossing as it is important . . . valuable, riveting."
—Shelf Awareness for Readers, starred review
"This is an important and, unfortunately, timely novel… This isn't just a book that all
young men and women should read; it's gripping and human enough that many will
want to." —School Library Journal

Marketing Plans
·National print and online reviews and features
·Major ARC distribution
·Select author appearances
·Extensive online promotion, social media campaign, and giveaways
·National consumer advertising campaign
·Book club outreach
·Major librarian and educator promotion
·Downloadable discussion guide
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Running on the Roof of the World
Jess Butterworth

Summary
A story of adventure, survival, courage, and hope, set in the vivid Himalayan
landscape of Tibet and India.
Tash lives in Tibet, where as a practicing Buddhist she must follow many rules to
avoid the wrath of the occupying Chinese soldiers. Life remains peaceful as long as
Tash, her family, and their community hide their religion and don’t mention its leader,
the Dalai Lama.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616209872
Pub Date: 11/12/2019
Ship Date: 10/23/2019
$6.95
Trade Paperback
240 Pages
Ages 10 to 13, Grades 5 to 8
Juvenile Fiction / Action &
Adventure
JUV001010
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

The quiet is ruptured when a man publicly sets himself on fire to protest the
occupation. In the crackdown that follows, soldiers break into Tash’s house and seize
her parents. Tash barely escapes, and soon she and her best friend, Sam, along with
two borrowed yaks, flee across the mountains, where they face blizzards, hunger, a
treacherous landscape, and the constant threat of capture. It’s a long, dangerous trip
to the Indian border and safety—and not all will make it there.
This action-packed novel tells a story of courage, hope, and the powerful will to
survive, even in the most desperate circumstances.

Contributor Bio
Jess Butterworth lives in New Orleans with her husband. She spent her childhood in
both Great Britain and India, and grew up hearing stories about the Himalayas and
the people there from her grandmother, who lived in India for many years. You can
find Jess Butterworth online at jessbutterworth.com and on Twitter:
@j_t_butterworth.

Quotes
"This unique debut novel is perfect for inspiring anyone who, like the dedication says,
'has ever felt too small to make a difference.'"
—Booklist
"The unique setting and Buddhist perspective adds depth to this page-turning
adventure."
—School Library Journal
"Short chapters and simple sentence structure keep the pages turning. The tale
diligently provides details of Tibetan daily life, customs and culture, and it
appropriately raises questions about freedom, occupation, and exile."
—Kirkus Reviews

Marketing Plans
·National consumer advertising
·Extensive social media campaign
·Targeted consumer newsletter campaign
·Reading group promotions
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Votes for Women!
American Suffragists and the Battle for the Ballot
Winifred Conkling

Summary
“Lively . . . Defiant . . . Pulling back the curtain on 100 years of struggle . . . The
women who shaped the American narrative come to life with refreshing
attention to detail.”—The New York Times Book Review
For nearly 150 years, American women did not have the right to vote. On August 18,
1920, they won that right, when the 19th Amendment to the Constitution was ratified
at last. To achieve that victory, some of the fiercest, most passionate women in
history marched, protested, and sometimes even broke the law—for more than eight
decades.

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616209889
Pub Date: 1/7/2020
Ship Date: 12/4/2019
$10.95
Trade Paperback
320 Pages
Ages 13 to 18, Grades 8 to 12
Juvenile Nonfiction / History
JNF025200
9 in H | 6 in W

From Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who founded the suffrage
movement at the 1848 Seneca Falls Convention, to Sojourner Truth and her famous
“Ain’t I a Woman?” speech, to Alice Paul, arrested and force-fed in prison, this is the
story of the American women’s suffrage movement and the private lives that fueled
its leaders’ dedication. Votes for Women! explores suffragists’ often powerful,
sometimes difficult relationship with the intersecting temperance and abolition
campaigns, and includes an unflinching look at some of the uglier moments in
women’s fight for the vote.
By turns illuminating, harrowing, and empowering, Votes for Women! paints a vibrant
picture of the women whose tireless battle still inspires political, human rights, and
social justice activism.

Contributor Bio
Winifred Conkling is an award-winning author of fiction and nonfiction for young
readers, including Passenger on the Pearl, Radioactive!, Votes for Women!, and the
middle-grade novel Sylvia & Aki. You can find her online at winifredconkling.com.

Quotes
"Lively . . . Defiant . . . Pulling back the curtain on 100 years of struggle . . . The
women who shaped the American narrative come to life with refreshing attention to
detail."
—The New York Times Book Review
"Young readers will find fascinating, still-relevant lessons about power, persuasion and
politics."
—The Washington Post
"[Votes for Women] gives hope that, no matter how broken the system, no matter
much our beliefs seem to divide us, change can happen."
—Chicago Tribune

Marketing Plans
·National consumer advertising
·Extensive social media campaign
·Targeted consumer newsletter campaign
·Reading group promotions
·Featured title at school and library conferences
·Institutional advertising
·Downloadable educator guide
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Here to Stay
Sara Farizan

Summary
“A powerful YA novel about identity and prejudice.” —Entertainment Weekly
Bijan Majidi is:
Shy around girls
Really into comics
Decent at basketball
Bijan Majidi is not:
A terrorist

Algonquin Young Readers
9781616209858
Pub Date: 10/1/2019
Ship Date: 9/11/2019
$9.95
Trade Paperback
272 Pages
Ages 13 to 17, Grades 8 to 12
Young Adult Fiction / Social
Themes
YAF058190
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

What happens when a kid who’s flown under the radar for most of high school gets
pulled off the bench to make the winning basket in a varsity playoff game?
If his name is Bijan Majidi, life is suddenly high fives in the hallways and invitations to
exclusive parties—along with an anonymous photo sent by a school cyberbully that
makes Bijan look like a terrorist.
The administration says they’ll find and punish the culprit. Bijan wants to pretend it
never happened. He’s not ashamed of his Middle Eastern heritage; he just doesn’t
want to be a poster child for Islamophobia. Lots of classmates rally around Bijan.
Others make it clear they don’t want him or anybody who looks like him at their
school. But it’s not always easy to tell your enemies from your friends.
Here to Stay is a painfully honest, funny, authentic story about growing up, speaking
out, and fighting prejudice.

Contributor Bio
Sara Farizan is an Iranian American writer and ardent basketball fan who was born
in and lives near Boston. The award-winning author of If You Could Be Mine and Tell
Me Again How a Crush Should Feel, she has an MFA from Lesley University and a BA
in film and media studies from American University. Here to Stay is her third novel.

Quotes
A Booklist Top 10 Sports Book for Youth, 2018
"A powerful YA novel about identity and prejudice."
—Entertainment Weekly
"The novel effortlessly tackles several important societal issues, keeping them in the
foreground without detracting from the main focus: Bijan's entertaining internal color
commentary that reveals his thought processes. The resulting is an engaging
page-turner. Powerful."
—Kirkus Reviews
"Islamophobia, racism, homo- and heterosexuality, toxic masculinity, offensive sports
mascots, activism, friendship, immigration, school politics, gun rights, and a splash of
Iranian history make this about a lot more than high-school sports."
—Booklist

Marketing Plans
·National consumer advertising
·Extensive social media campaign
·Targeted consumer newsletter campaign
·Reading group promotions
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You Are The Everything
Karen Rivers

Summary
Can you want something—or someone—so badly that it changes your destiny?
Elyse Schmidt never would have thought so, until it happened to her. When Elyse and
her not-so-secret crush, Josh Harris, are the sole survivors of a plane crash, tragedy
binds them together. It’s as if their love story is meant to be. Everything is perfect, as
perfect as it can be when you’ve literally fallen out of the sky and landed hard on the
side of a mountain—until suddenly it isn’t.
When the pieces of Elyse’s life stop fitting together, what’s left?
You Are the Everything is a story about the fates we yearn for, the fates we choose,
and the fates that are chosen for us.
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Karen Rivers's books have been nominated for a wide range of literary awards and
have been published in multiple languages. When she's not writing, reading, or
visiting schools, she can usually be found hiking in the forest that flourishes behind
her tiny old house in Victoria, British Columbia, where she lives with her two kids, two
dogs, and two birds. Find her online at karenrivers.com and on Twitter: @karenrivers.

Quotes
"Karen Rivers uses the [second person] perspective to brilliant effect. Grounded firmly
in the fragile consciousness of its teenage main character, Elyse Schmidt, the
haunting, enigmatic narrative works so well that the only circumstance under which
you will want to avoid reading it is if you are actually in flight . . . You take this
harrowing yet beautiful journey with her."
—The Chicago Tribune
"This is good choice for those who enjoyed E. Lockhart's We Were Liars or books with
pieces that only fit together after a surprising ending. Fans of unreliable narrators and
twist endings will clamor for this story of romance and survival."
—School Library Journal, starred review
"You Are the Everything is an unusual and compelling novel that skillfully plays with
narrative perspective."
—Booklist, starred review
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A Room Away From the Wolves
Nova Ren Suma

Summary
Bina has never forgotten the time she and her mother ran away from home. Her
mother promised they would hitchhike to the city to escape Bina's cruel father and
start over. But before they could even leave town, Bina had a new stepfather and two
new stepsisters, and a humming sense of betrayal pulling apart the bond with her
mother--a bond Bina thought was unbreakable.
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Eight years later, after too many lies and with trouble on her heels, Bina finds herself
on the side of the road again, the city of her dreams calling for her. She has an old
suitcase, a fresh black eye, and a room waiting for her at Catherine House, a young
women's residence in Greenwich Village with a tragic history, a vow of confidentiality,
and dark, magical secrets. There, Bina is drawn to her enigmatic downstairs neighbor
Monet, a girl who is equal parts intriguing and dangerous. As Bina's lease begins to
run out, and nightmare and memory get tangled, she will be forced to face the
terrible truth of why she's come to Catherine House and what it will cost for her to
leave . . .
In A Room Away from the Wolves, critically acclaimed and New York Times bestselling
author Nova Ren Suma weaves a spellbinding ghost story about who deserves a
second chance, how we lie to those around us and ourselves, and what lengths girls
will go to in order to save each other.

Contributor Bio
Nova Ren Suma is the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling The Walls
Around Us, which was an Edgar Award finalist. She also wrote Imaginary Girls and 17
& Gone and is co-creator of FORESHADOW: A Serial YA Anthology. She has an MFA in
fiction from Columbia University and teaches at Vermont College of Fine Arts.
Originally from the Hudson Valley, she spent most of her adult life in New York City
and now lives in Philadelphia.

Quotes
"Harks back to Shirley Jackson (a creepy house!) , Sir Walter Scott (a cursed opal!) ,
and Henry James (another creepy house!) . . . It's all mist and mood . . . shiverinducingly delicious."
—The New York Times Book Review
"[Suma's] narratives are subtle, quicksilver creatures, her language is elegant, and
her characters keep more secrets than they reveal."
—NPR
"A gorgeously written and evocative ghost tale set in a storied boardinghouse for
troubled young women . . . Suma is a masterly storyteller, here creating a thoroughly
unreliable modern narrator in a deliciously creepy gothic haunt."
—School Library Journal, starred review
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